Role of medial abrasion phenomenon in the pathogenesis of knee osteoarthritis.
Osteoarthritis of the knee affects a large population worldwide and is associated with an extremely high economic burden largely attributable to the effects of disability, comorbid disease, and the expense of treatment. Since the initiating events that result in the cartilage degradation are poorly understood, there has been very limited success in demonstrating disease modification in clinical trials of potential therapies. Medial plica related medial abrasion phenomenon has recently been identified to have close relationship with medial compartment osteoarthritis. We hypothesized that this abrasion phenomenon will elicit lifelong interplay between pathologic medial plica and the facing medial femoral condyle and might play a role in the pathogenesis of knee osteoarthritis by both physical and chemical effects. After evaluating current evidence, we designed a study to prove that the concentrations of total protein, cartilage degrading related cytokines (tumor necrosis factor-α and interleukin-1β) and enzyme (matrix metalloproteinase-3) are higher in the medial compartment of the knee having the phenomenon of medial abrasion. The accumulating data and findings about medial abrasion phenomenon might be important for the understanding of the pathogenesis or progression of this common disease. We hope that our hypothesis will stimulate further studies verifying if medial abrasion phenomenon plays more roles in the pathogenesis of knee osteoarthritis. Further clinical observations for its appropriate treatment based on this hypothesis are also mandatory for the benefits of patients.